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Abstract—STT-MRAM is a promising candidate for drop-in replacement for DRAM-based main memory because of its higher energy
e�ciency and similar latency to DRAM. However, simply replacing DRAM with STT-MRAM without optimizations severely limits
STT-MRAM from exploiting its full potential. STT-MRAM employs costly sense amplifiers that demand an order of magnitude more
area and power than DRAM. To manage the high cost, STT-MRAM shares one sense amplifier across multiple bit-lines, exploiting the
non-destructive nature of its read operation. This sense amplifier sharing reduces the size of row bu�ers; as a result, it incurs higher
activation energy and lower performance. Other issues arise if STT-MRAM is required to be compatible with DRAM interfaces and
policies.
To address these challenges in a cost-e�ective manner, we propose SMART that, unlike DRAM and conventional STT-MRAM, waits to
do bit-line sensing until after receiving a column access command instead of a row activation command. This results in several benefits:
larger pages, fewer sense amplifiers, lower activation power, higher bank-level parallelism, shorter latency, fewer address pins, and more
e�cient repairing of defective columns than conventional STT-MRAM. Our evaluation shows that SMART consumes lower energy while
providing higher performance than conventional STT-MRAM and DRAM. Additionally, SMART consumes less area compared to
conventional STT-MRAM.

Index Terms—STT-MRAM, DRAM, DDR, Non-Volatile Memory.
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1 Introduction

Spin Torque Transfer Magnetic Random Access
Memory(STT-MRAM) is an emerging, promising,

drop-in replacement for DRAM because its faster speed and
has higher endurance than other non-volatile memory (NVM)
technologies [1], [2], [3]. However, it has a few disadvantages.
One such disadvantage is the current-sensing sense amps that
takes up an order of magnitude more space and consumes
higher power than voltage-sensing sense amps that DRAM
uses. To o�set the cost of the large current sense amps,
STT-MRAM leverages the non-destructive nature of its read
operation to place fewer sense amps than bit-lines: sharing one
sense amp with every 16 to 128 bit-lines in each bank [4], [5],
[6]. This trick su�ers from two limitations.

First, fewer sense amps leads to smaller row bu�ers (i.e.
small page size) since the number of sense amps determines the
size of row bu�ers [7]. Large pages have higher performance
because more row-bu�er hits are likely when data locality is
high, but they also consume more energy when data locality
is poor (known as the overfetching problem). Small pages, in
contrast, consume less energy when locality is poor, but give
lower performance with more row-bu�er misses when locality
is good. STT-MRAM row bu�ers are a lot smaller than DRAM
row bu�ers, but still larger than a column access. Therefore,
STT-MRAM su�ers more row-bu�er misses than DRAM
without completely eliminating the overfetching problem.

Second, when STT-MRAM attempts to adhere to policies
designed for DRAM, it su�ers from a column address frag-
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mentation problem [2], [6]. Specifically, DRAM requires 8,192
sense amps to sense all the bit-lines of a 1KB page and latch
the data until the next row is opened. If not latched, the data
will be lost due to the destructive nature of DRAM’s read
operation. Therefore, DRAM performs both activation and
sensing at the same time with a single row activation (ACT)
command. Applying the same activation/sensing method to
STT-MRAM would require sending both a row address and
a partial column address at the same time in order to select
a subset of bit-lines to connect to the handful of available
sense amps through multiplexers. That is, STT-MRAM with
the same capacity as DRAM requires more address pins to
send not only a row address but also some part of a column
address together with the row command1. Besides, such a
fragmentation of a column address between row and column
commands considerably worsens e�ciency and flexibility of
column repair mechanisms as a row or column command has
only partial column address information [8].

To address these shortcomings, we propose SMART, a new
cost-e�ective STT-MRAM, that implements an activation and
sensing policy that builds on the strengths of STT-MRAM .
Specifically, exploiting non-destructive reads in STT-MRAM,
we propose to provide only 64 sense amps2 per bank and make
a read command instead of a row activation command sense bit-
lines. This deceptively simple change, which is not possible for
DRAM because of the destructive nature of its read operation,
o�ers the following advantages over conventional designs.

1. DRAM uses the same set of address pins to receive both row and
columns addresses in a time multiplexed manner. Since a row address
typically needs more bits than a column address, the number of row
address bits determines the number of address pins in DRAM.

2. In this paper, we assume ◊8 DDR4 DRAM. Therefore, each
device must transfer 64 bits to support the burst length of 8 for a
single column access command. In addition, the page size in this paper
means a page size per chip (i.e.,1KB), but not per rank (i.e.,8KB).
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(1) SMART o�ers the illusion of providing 16◊ larger

row bu�ers with 8◊ fewer sense amps than conventional

STT-MRAM. That is, SMART gives you access to a 1KB
page with only 64 sense amps per bank, whereas conventional
STT-MRAM gives you access to only 64B pages with 512
sense amps per bank. Furthermore, SMART saves latency on
subsequent column accesses to an open row. Conventional STT-
MRAM repeatedly results in a longer delay (tRC = 28.5ns)
and higher power to access di�erent columns in the same
row which were not selected and sensed by the previous row
command. This is because conventional STT-MRAM sees such
memory accesses as row-bu�er misses and needs a new row
command to select and sense di�erent bit-lines. In contrast,
SMART recognizes such memory accesses as row-bu�er hits
and only needs another column access command to select and
sense di�erent bit-lines which were already connected to the
necessary cells by the previous row activation command.
(2) SMART consumes ≥87% less activation power

than conventional STT-MRAM. Specifically, DRAM and
conventional STT-MRAM senses 8,192 and 512 bit-lines as part
of a row activation, respectively, and sensing power dominates
the activation power. In contrast, SMART consumes 11 and
8◊ less sensing power than DRAM and conventional design
because it senses only 64 bit-lines (i.e., granularity of a column
access) as part of a column access. Hence, SMART practically
eliminates the overfetching problem. Although the sensing
power that we remove from the activation power must be
added to read power, elimination of overfetch means that
only the exact number of sense amps (SA) are activated,
thus avoiding unnecessary sensing power. This results in a
huge power reduction especially when the page-hit rate is
low. Furthermore, whenever a memory write access demands
an activation of another row, DRAM and conventional STT-
MRAM unnecessarily consumes sensing power because sensing
is part of the row activation. However, SMART does not
consume any sensing power for such a memory write access,
because sensing is not part of a row activation but part of a
column read access.
(3) SMART o�ers shorter latency for memory accesses.

Specifically, high sensing power imposes tRRD and tFAW con-
straints in DRAM and STT-MRAM and limits the number of
row activation commands in a certain time period. As SMART
significantly reduces sensing power, it can eliminate these two
constraints and handle more row activation commands in a
shorter time period than conventional designs (i.e., higher bank
level parallelism (BLP)). As previously mentioned, DRAM
and conventional STT-MRAM performs sensing as part of
row activation while sensing is unnecessary for memory write
accesses. Moreover, sensing constitutes a notable fraction of
activation time. Therefore, SMART can also reduce latency of
memory write accesses especially to di�erent rows compared
with conventional STT-MRAM.
(4) SMART needs fewer pins and o�er 16◊ more

e�cient repairs of defective columns than conventional

STT-MRAM. In particular, SMART does not select, connect,
or sense specific bit-lines as part of row activation. That
is, it needs to receive only a row address for activation like
DRAM. Additionally, because SMART receives the full column
address with a column command, it can use the same e�cient
mechanism as DRAM for repairing defective bit-lines. Unlike
SMART and DRAM, conventional STT-MRAM only receives

partial column address with both row and column commands.
The lack of the column address information results in ine�cient
repair in conventional STT-MRAM.
(5) SMART eliminates the need for sending separate

pre-charge commands because SMART can overlap closing
an already open row and opening a new row during the row
activation. As a result, SMART not only o�ers 11% shorter
latency for memory accesses which are directed to the same
bank but incur row-bu�er misses, but also consumes less
command bus bandwidth than conventional STT-MRAM.

In summary, (1)–(5) reduce energy and improve perfor-
mance. Our evaluation shows that SMART consumes 16%
and 29% lower energy while providing 8% and 3% higher
performance than conventional STT-MRAM and DRAM on
average, respectively. In addition to these benefits, SMART is
8% smaller than conventional STT-MRAM.

2 Challenges in Architecting STT-MRAM
In this section, we identify challenges and limitations in
conventional STT-MRAM and DRAM.

2.1 Large Sense Amps with High Power Consumption
STT-MRAM o�ers cell read/write speed comparable to DRAM
and good endurance (> 1015) [9]. A prior study demonstrated
4Gb LPDDR2-compatible STT-MRAM with 9F 2 cell size and
sub-50ns read/write speed [2]. Such characteristics make STT-
MRAM a promising alternative to ≥7F 2 DRAM.

However, STT-MRAM poses unique challenges in imple-
menting SAs [10], [11]. First, the SA needs a reference current
generator to sense small di�erences in on/o� resistance. This
requires STT-MRAM to adopt a complex current SA that is
an order of magnitude larger than a voltage SA in DRAM.

Second, sensing in STT-MRAM consumes high power.
DRAM SAs simply charge/discharge bit-lines (BLs) once per
sensing, whereas STT-MRAM SAs need to continuously flow
current to BLs until they reach a level su�cient for sensing. To
eliminate the power consumed by the continuous current flow,
data is copied from the SAs to separate bu�ers and turned o�
immediately after sensing BLs [10], [12].

2.2 Page Mode Operation
Page mode is an operation mode of DRAM where accessing
one row allows accessing multiple columns. In other words, the
page mode avoids repeatedly opening the same row to access
a di�erent column. Such an operating mode has not changed
in modern DRAM [13]. Workloads with high spatial locality
can improve performance and save energy using page mode. In
addition, since memory access is divided into row and column
accesses, row and column addresses arrive at di�erent times.
This allows row and column addresses to share pins and save on
pin cost. In general, o�-chip pin counts are critical because of
system design limitations [14]. Furthermore, page mode saves
area because its bulk operation in the row access allows the
sharing of decoders, drivers, and other circuits across a large
number of memory cells [7].

There are several drawbacks to page mode. The most
well-known is the overfetching problem under poor spatial
locality [15]. In some modern workloads and multi-core systems,
the degree of the spatial locality tends to be low [16]. In
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Fig. 1: Bank architecture and operation of DRAM (left) and conventional STT-MRAM (right).

addition, the latency is variable depending on page hit and miss.
There was an attempt in the memory industry to introduce
reduced latency DRAM (RLDRAM) that had SRAM-like non-
page mode [17] and no overfetching problems. Despite its
superior performance, the cost-sensitive main memory market
has not widely adopted RLDRAM. The memory structure to
support non-page mode results in huge area overhead and only
enables low-density DRAM (e.g., ≥1Gb). The motivation of
this paper is to eliminate the ine�ciency of the page mode
while preserving its benefits.

2.3 Limitations with Shared Sense Amps

Fig 1a describes the DRAM bank structure. DRAM has bit-
line sense amps (BLSAs) both above and below a sub-array
because charge sharing limits the BL length [2], [18]. DRAM
couples each BL with a dedicated SA in every sub-array due
to the destructive nature of its read operation. That is, all
8,192 cells (1KB) connected to a word-line (WL) are sensed
and restored by 8,192 SAs through BLs during activation.

Traditional I/O interconnect of DRAM has a hierarchy.
The wire from a memory cell to a SA is called the BL and the
wire from a SA to DQ is called IO. During a column access,
64 BLs and BLSAs in a sub-array are selected by column
selection lines (CSLs) and are connected to segmented I/O
(SIO) lines through column switches (i.e., multiplexers). Then,
the SIO lines are connected to Local I/O (LIO) lines running
vertically through I/O switches (IOSWs). Lastly, larger IO
sense amplifiers (IOSA) are placed near the column decoder of
each bank to assist data transfer through the LIO lines because
LIO lines are too long to be driven by small BLSAs. Fig. 1c
summarizes the flow from activation to read data out. In page
mode, when an ACT is received, DRAM senses cell states of a

row and stores them into a row bu�er3. This allows DRAM to
precharge/activate a row once per multiple column accesses,
as depicted in Fig. 1e.

Fig. 1b describes a conventional STT-MRAM bank struc-
ture. STT-MRAM decouples SAs from BLs with multiplexers
and shares one SA with 16 to 128 BLs [2], [4], [6]. This approach
takes advantage of the non-destructive nature of STT-MRAM
read operation to manage the cost of SAs. Fig. 1d describes
serving a read request in STT-MRAM following the same page
mode as DRAM but sharing one SA with 16 BLs to reduce the
cost. An ACT command first asserts a word-line (WL) connected
to 8,192 cells (1KB). Since there are only 512 SAs (i.e., 64B
row bu�er), a column selection signal (CSL0) uses part of
the column address (Col0) to select one BL out of 16 BLs.
The column selection signal (MCSL-SCSL) in an STT-MRAM
bank corresponds to the WL selection signal (MWL-SWL).
The remaining part of the column address (Col1) provided in
the column access command (RD or WR) selects global bit-lines
(GBLs). The page mode in the traditional STT-MRAM is
described in Fig. 1f. Such STT-MRAM, however, su�ers from
the following limitations.
Limitation 1: Longer latency. Unlike DRAM, where each
sub-array has BLSAs, STT-MRAM does not require BLSAs,
placing only column multiplexers above and below a sub-array
with one set of SAs at the bottom of a bank [2]. The column
multiplexers connect one BL in a group of BLs to a SA through
a GBL, which makes the sensing path of STT-MRAM longer
than that of DRAM. The sensing path of STT-MRAM equals
the height of a bank, while in DRAM it is the height of a sub-
array. The longer sensing path increases tRCD—minimum time
from ACT to RD or WR —while decreasing CL—time between the

3. SAs shared by two adjacent sub-arrays serve as a row bu�er.
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moment at which a RD command is sent and the moment at
which its first data is out (DOUT), as shown in Fig. 1f [6].
Limitation 2: Smaller pages. Consider STT-MRAM sharing
one SA with N BLs where N is 16≥128 in prior work [2],
[4], [6]. When STT-MRAM has 8,192 cells connected to a
WL like DRAM, the page size of such STT-MRAM becomes
1/N of that of DRAM. Page-size-sensitivity analyses in our
background research indicated that streaming benchmarks
with sequential accesses can see IPC degradation as high as
33% for a page size of 1/16 of 1KB. Although the small pages
reduce power, large pages generally perform better in many
cases [15]. With fewer SAs than BLs (i.e., cells in a row), STT-
MRAM encounters the following three cases: (1) an access
to another row (i.e., row miss); (2) an access to the same
row with BLs selected and sensed by previous ACT (i.e., row
hit); or (3) an access to the same row but BLs which are not
selected and sensed by previous ACT yet (i.e., row hit but row
bu�er miss). The third case needs to be handled like a row
miss because connecting appropriate BLs to SAs and sensing
them are coupled with ACT in STT-MRAM sharing one SA
with many BLs. That is, some of a physical column address
becomes part of a logical row address since they are needed
before sensing appropriate BLs.

Consequently, selecting di�erent BLs which were not
selected by the previous ACT always demands another ACT.
Because new activation can be performed only after deselecting
the old BLs, the third case (row hit but row bu�er miss), also
generates a new precharge (PRE) prior to the ACT [2], [12], [19].
Limitation 3: Lower repair e�ciency. Splitting a column
address between row activation and column access commands,
referred to as column address fragmentation in this paper,
creates two important challenges in managing chip yield
and compatibility with existing DDR interfaces. Typically,
the minimum repair granularity is a row or a column. Any
redundant WL can replace any defective WL in the same bank
and any redundant BL can replace any faulty BL in the same
mat. This technique is known as any-to-any replacement [20].
In an STT-MRAM architecture that shares one SA with
multiple BLs, however, neither ACT nor RD/WR have the full
column address information. STT-MRAM uses the partial
column address from ACT to select one BL in each of the 64 BL
groups in each mat. Therefore, if the partial column address
were to replace a defective BL in a BL group, it needs to
replace every BL selected by the same partial column address.
Consequently, STT-MRAM needs at least one redundant BL
for every BL group (i.e., 64 redundant BLs per mat). On the
other hand, STT-MRAM uses the partial column address from
RD or WR to select 64 BL groups from 512 BL groups (i.e., the
number of SAs). Hence, if it were to use the partial column
address to replace a defective BL in a BL group, it needs to
replace every BL in the BL group. That is, STT-MRAM needs
at least one redundant BL group in each mat, (i.e., 16 BLs per
group). Both cases negatively a�ect chip yield because they
limit the flexibility of replacement and increase the minimum
repair granularity.
Limitation 4: Higher pin cost. The number of address
pins in the page mode are equal to the number of row address
bits because there are typically more rows than columns (e.g.,
64K rows and 1K columns in ◊8-8Gb DRAM). In the shared
SA structure, however, more address pins are needed to send
both the row address and a partial column address (to assist
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Fig. 2: Memory bandwidth change according to page-hit rate
and bank-level parallelism of DDR4 DRAM [13].

BL selection) at once. For example, 4 more address pins are
required when N = 16. Therefore, the shared SA architecture
is not compatible with conventional DDR interfaces. To solve
this problem, comboAS [6] and [2] propose waiting to start
row activation until after RD or WR sends a column address; but
this always increases CL by the row activation time. LPDDR2-
NVM [19] proposes another command, PREACT to deliver a part
of the row address before sending ACT so that LPDDR2-NVM
can compose a complete row address after receiving the ACT
command. However, PREACT needs to know the row address for
the next ACT at precharging time. Otherwise, an extra PREACT
should be issued before ACT to compose the complete row
address. This extra step increases row activation time while
consuming more command bus bandwidth.
Limitation 5: Limited bank-level parallelism. In the
conventional page mode, activating a page of memory cells
(e.g. 8,192) and as many SAs draws a large amount of current.
As a result, the internal supply voltage drops and requires
time to recover from the voltage drop of the power delivery
network. This recovery time is enforced by tRRD (RAS to
RAS delay) and tFAW (four activation window). Both timing
restrictions limit bank interleaving and can negatively a�ect
the performance when page-hit rate is low (random memory
access). As shown in Fig. 2, high memory bandwidth can be
achieved by high page-hit rate, high bank-level parallelism
(BLP), or both. Ideally, bank interleaving hides long page-miss
latency and achieves high bandwidth for page misses. The
number of required banks to hide the latency increases as page-
hit rate lowers (higher BLP in Fig. 2). However, since tFAW
limits the number of activated banks to four during its time
window, not enough banks to hide the latency can be activated
and the insu�cient bank interleaving leads to bandwidth drop.
The bandwidth loss is proportional to the page size because
larger page size has higher activation power and longer tFAW.
Although the number of activated SAs is decreased by 1/N
in the shared SA structure, each STT-MRAM SA consumes
higher power than DRAM’s SA. Therefore, a similar timing
constraint to tFAW would have to be imposed to the shared SA
structure.

3 SMART Architecture
Due to destructive reads in DRAM, the SAs have to sense every
cell and write back in the row after ACT asserts the WL. This
requires the number of SAs to be equal to the number of cells in
a row. Therefore, the number of cells in a row determines both
the page size and the activation power in DRAM. This makes
it impossible for DRAM to o�er both the high performance of
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Fig. 4: Change of read and write accesses after making sensing operation triggered by a RD command.

large pages and the low power of small pages at the same time.
In contrast, the non-destructive reads in STT-MRAM mean
that SAs do not need to sense cell states after ACT asserts the
WL. Exploiting such a property, we re-define the page mode
operation to sense BLs following the RD command instead
of the ACT command. We preserve the original intent of the
page mode concept in the sense that whole pages are accessed
without repeated activation. In the remainder of this section,
we first present the details of the SMART architecture and
then discuss the five key benefits of SMART over conventional
STT-MRAM and/or DRAM.

3.1 Re-architecting STT-MRAM
In SMART, the ACT command ends after asserting the WL.
That is, ACT does not sense any BL. The subsequent RD
command will sense only the 64 BLs specified by the column
address. This order of operations allows SMART to provide
any page size with only 64 SAs per bank along with other
significant benefits which will be discussed in Sec. 3.2. To
e�ciently support such ACT and RD commands for SMART, we
propose the bank architecture depicted in Fig. 3a.

The data wiring in SMART is similar to DRAM, but
di�erent from the conventional STT-MRAM. The SIO, LIO
and IOSW in DRAM correspond to Local BL (LBL), GBL,
and sub-array selection line (SSL), respectively, in SMART.

However, SMART does not need 8,192 SAs to implement a 1KB
page like DRAM and it does not limit itself to implementing
only 1/N of a page like the conventional shared SA structure.

This SMART bank architecture does not increase latency
of memory read accesses, because the total amount of time for
performing ACT and RD remains the same as conventional STT-
MRAM. As shown in Fig. 4(left), compared with conventional
STT-MRAM, SMART simply reduces the amount of time for
ACT (tRCD) while increasing the amount of time for RD (CL). On
the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4(right), SMART can decrease
latency of memory write accesses. Specifically, compared with
the coventional STT-MRAM, ACT-WR does not consume any
time for sensing BLs without a�ecting CWL, time between the
moment at which a WR command is sent and the moment at
which its first data (DIN) is placed. Although SMART does
not directly reduce the sensing time, removing the sensing
operation from tRCD improves the overall latency.

In DRAM, the SIO-LIO lines are electrically isolated from
the GIO lines, as shown in Fig. 1a. This allows DRAM to
internally pipeline more than two consecutive RD commands
which can be issued at every tCCD S interval (CAS to CAS
delay for di�erent banks accesses, typically ≥3ns) without
waiting for long CL (typically ≥14ns) when combined with bank
interleaving operation, as shown in Fig. 1e. Similarly, SMART
can allow multiple consecutive RD commands with tCCD S
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interval by interleaving bank groups as shown in Fig. 3c. Thus,
such long sensing time and CL in SMART can be hidden and
consecutive RD commands can be served the same as DRAM.

In a prior work, the number of LBL and GBL lines,
column multiplexers, and SAs were doubled to hide the long
sensing time for consecutive RD commands [21]. However, unlike
the prior work, this work enables multiple consecutive RD
commands by exploiting DDR4’s bank group structure without
introducing dual sensing paths that increase the bank area.

3.2 Benefits
With the bank architecture presented in Sec. 3.1, SMART
provides the following notable benefits over conventional STT-
MRAM and improves performance while saving energy.
Benefit 1: Larger pages and fewer SAs. SMART’s re-
defined page mode can give the illusion of larger pages with
fewer SAs than the conventional STT-MRAM. Specifically, ACT
only asserts the WL to connect 8,192 cells to 8,192 BLs. It is a
subsequent RD command that selects the appropriate 64 BLs
and senses them. Then, SMART needs only 64 SAs per bank
for 1KB pages whereas conventional STT-MRAM implements
512 SAs per bank for 64B pages. Because conventional STT-
MRAM has 16◊ fewer SAs than BLs, it repeatedly consumes a
long tRC, which is the time interval between two ACT commands
to the same bank for accessing di�erent columns in the same
row that were not selected and sensed by the previous ACT
command. SMART, on the other hand, does not consume
tRC for consecutive column accesses because it only needs
another RD command to connect and sense these columns.
This significantly reduces the latency of sequential memory
accesses. Note that the SAs in conventional STT-MRAM
consume ≥9% of STT-MRAM space based on an adapted
version of DRAMSpec [22]. That is, SMART can reduce the
space and activation power of the SAs to 12.5% of conventional
STT-MRAM.
Benefit 2: Lower activation power with fewer SAs. ACT
energy is a large portion of total energy in DRAM. Fig. 5
illustrates the relationship between page size and ACT energy
in DRAM, STT-MRAM and SMART. In a DRAM, WL
activation for a 1KB page connects 8,192 cells to 8,192 BLs.
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Although we consider higher WL voltage (VP P =1.8V) than
the BL voltage (VDD=1.1V), charging/discharging the BLs
dominates the ACT energy because of the large number of
BLs. Since a RD command accesses only ≥0.8% (= 64/8,192)
of cells in a row, sensing all 8,192 BLs for only a few RD
accesses, referred to as the overfetching problem, wastes a
significant amount of energy as shown in Fig. 5(top). To reduce
ACT energy, DRAM architectures with smaller pages and fine-
grained activation have been proposed in a prior study [15].
In conventional STT-MRAM, ACT senses only 1/N BLs and
consumes 1/N of BL charging and sensing energy, as depicted
in Fig. 5(middle). Nonetheless, it still wastes a considerable
amount of energy since an STT-MRAM SA consumes higher
power than a DRAM SA. In addition, high ACT power limits
BLP as discussed in Sec. 2.3 (Limitation 5). In contrast,
SMART reduces ACT energy while providing larger pages with
fine-grained activation at a smaller cost than STT-MRAM.
Benefit 3: Shorter latency with lower activation power.

As discussed in Limitation 5 (Sec 2.3), high ACT power
a�ects not only total memory energy but also overall memory
performance. For the poor data locality (high page-miss rate),
the long miss latency can be hidden and high bandwidth
can be achieved by interleaving multiple banks. In fact,
DRAM has enough banks to hide the miss latency, but bank
interleaving is limited by tRRD and tFAW. In addition, because
these constraints stem from the SA operation and its power
consumption, they are imposed on not only DRAM but also
other memory technologies having SAs and the page mode
operation. For example, LPDDR2-NVM, which was devised for
non-volatile main memories, also defines tRRD and tFAW [19].

We plot tRRD and tFAW for various page sizes in Fig. 6,
where the maximum activation current values are determined
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by a method of prior work [23]. tRRD and tFAW of conventional
STT-MRAM for 64B pages are ≥3.2ns and ≥15ns, respectively.
Since a current SA consumes far more power than a voltage SA,
STT-MRAM needs longer tRRD than DRAM for the same page
size. In contrast, SMART activates 8◊ fewer SAs and consumes
less power than conventional STT-MRAM. Note that SMART
ACT does not consume any sensing power and the recovery time
for activating 64 SAs during RD is short compared to tCCD S
and tCCD L (CAS to CAS delay for the same bank accesses).
Hence, SMART can practically eliminate these two constraints,
and achieve high bandwidth under low page-hit rate as shown
in Fig 7. Handling multiple ACT commands within a short
time duration significantly reduces the latency of memory
accesses especially when applications exhibit poor locality
where subsequent accesses would be mapped to di�erent banks
rather than to the same page in the same bank.

Lastly, SMART also requires less time and less power than
conventional STT-MRAM for memory write accesses. This is
because an ACT command of SMART does not consume time
and power for sensing which is unnecessary for write accesses,
whereas conventional STT-MRAM still does.
Benefit 4: Fewer pins and more e�cient repair. Unlike
conventional STT-MRAM, SMART does not demand a partial
column address with ACT, and uses the same number of address
pins as DRAM. That is, SMART does not su�er from column
address fragmentation discussed in Sec. 2.3. Column address
fragmentation splits a physical column address into ACT and
RD/WR and makes repairing a mat less e�cient and flexible for
conventional STT-MRAM. This can significantly increase the
cost of repairing mats or decrease the yield of STT-MRAM
chips. Fig. 8a describes the column repair schemes for DRAM
and conventional STT-MRAM. In DRAM ( 1 ), we can replace
any 1,024 BLs with any 4 redundant BLs in a mat, and we
repair a BL with a RD or WR command comprising a complete
column address [26]. As SMART also exposes a complete
physical column address to a RD or WR command, it can adopt
the same column repair scheme and achieves the same yield
under the same bit error rate (BER) as DRAM. In conventional
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STT-MRAM, however, neither a ACT command nor a RD/WR
command controls a complete physical column address. This
makes repairing BLs far less e�cient and flexible than DRAM
or SMART.

Consider STT-MRAM with 1,024 BLs per mat and N (=
16) BLs per SA, (i.e., 1,024/N = 64 BL groups). If we are to
repair a BL with ACT ( 2 ), we need at least one redundant BL
for every N BLs (= 64 redundant BLs per mat) as ACT can
select only one BL in each BL group, but cannot di�erentiate
BL groups due to the incomplete column address. On the other
hand, if we are to repair a BL with RD or WR ( 3 ), we need to
replace the entire BL group including a defective BL with a
redundant BL group (= 16 redundant BLs) because RD or WR
can select only BL groups and BL selection in a BL group is
already done with ACT.

We analyze the chip yield for various numbers of redundant
BLs in Fig. 8b where we assumed that capacity of a chip is 8Gb,
the number of mats is 16,384 in a chip where each mat has
512 WLs and 1024 BLs, N is 16 for conventional STT-MRAM,
memory defects follow a Poisson distribution [26], the target
BER after row repair is 10≠7 and both DRAM/SMART and
conventional STT-MRAM use the same row repair scheme.
This shows that conventional STT-MRAM has a lower chip
yield than DRAM or SMART for the same number of redun-
dant BLs. In other words, to accomplish the same chip yield
(99%) under the same BER (10≠7), conventional STT-MRAM
requires 10.7◊ more redundant BLs than DRAM and SMART.
Benefit 5: Eliminating precharge commands. To activate
another row in the same bank (a row-bu�er miss), DRAM
needs a PRE before an ACT. Specifically, PRE has two phases:
(1) deactivating an asserted WL and (2) initializing BLs (BL
equalization in DRAM) before ACT senses BLs. (2) can destroy
cell states if it is performed before the WL is completely
deactivated. Therefore, (1) should complete fully before (2)
is started, and the total time for (1) and (2) (tRP) increases
latency of memory accesses when row-bu�er misses occur,
as shown in Fig. 9 (top). Furthermore, when STT-MRAM
follows the same page mode as DRAM, it experiences more
row-bu�er misses with smaller pages and pays this penalty
more frequently than DRAM.

Unlike DRAM, however, STT-MRAM does not need to
serialize (1) and (2) because of the non-destructive nature of
its cells. Moreover, STT-MRAM immediately transfers the
cell states sensed by SAs to registers serving as a row bu�er
(Sec. 2.1). This allows STT-MRAM to initialize the BLs and
SAs immediately after sensing BLs as part of ACT and reduce
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TABLE 1: Comparison with previous studies (Conv-Delay and Conv-Pin are the conventional STT-MRAM designs)

DRAM LPDDR2-NVM [19], [24] Conv-Delay [2], [6] Conv-Pin [12], [25] This work (SMART)
Page size Large (1KB) Small (32B) Small (64B) Small (64B) Large (1KB)
Sensing operation During ACT During ACT During ACT During ACT During RD

Activation energy High Medium Medium Medium Extremely low
Bank-level parallelism Limited by tRRD/tFAW Same as DRAM Same as DRAM Same as DRAM No limitation
Pin-compatible with DDR Yes Yes (3-phase addressing) Yes (delayed ACT) No Yes
Repair flexibility High Low Low Low High

PRE technique
SALP [18]: Can vio-
late tRP to access dif-
ferent sub-array

No
EarlyPA [6]: Inter-
nally perform PRE af-
ter the sensing and
set tRP=1

No No PRE command
and no tRP

Need software/OS support No Yes, for write operation No No No

Highlighted green: good features , highlighted yellow: good, but limited

tRP. Note that STT-MRAM initializes its BLs by discharging
them to VSS . The driving strength of charging BLs is limited to
prevent unexpected changes of cell states (read disturbance) [5],
but that of discharging BL is not limited. Hence, the amount
of time for (2) can be much shorter than DRAM and it is
already included in tRAS, which is the minimum time duration
between ACT and PRE instead of tRP [2], [6], [10]. This reduces
tRP of STT-MRAM by the amount of time for (2). However,
it does not reduce or hide the amount of time for (1), still
demanding a separate PRE command. In contrast, SMART
can overlap the time for (1) (≥3.7ns) with the time to decode
a row address and compare the address with addresses in a
row repair table [26] during the early phase of ACT for the
next row (≥4.2ns)4. This allows SMART to completely remove
PRE and not consume any tRP before ACT, further reducing
the latency to handle row-bu�er misses as shown in Fig. 9
(bottom). Note that the conventional STT-MRAM could have
skipped precharge because immediate BL initialization after
sensing and the non-destructive sensing operation are common
features. However, prior work [6] only reduced tRP without the
overlap applied in SMART.

3.3 Discussion
We summarize the key di�erences among DRAM, LPDDR2-
NVM, two conventional STT-MRAM designs and SMART in
Table 1. Both conventional STT-MRAM designs, which are
conventional STT-MRAM with pin incompatibility (Conv-Pin)
and conventional STT-MRAM with delayed activation (Conv-
Delay), have the shared SA structure. Conv-Pin emulates
the designs in [12], [25]. Although [12] is a PCM design, its
bank structure and memory operation apply to most non-
volatile memories. However, they have no consideration for the
expanded address pins from the shared SA structure and they
are not compatible with JEDEC DDR. Conv-Delay internally
delays the activation instead of increasing the pin count [2], [6].

SMART does not increase the latency of serving a single
read request or consecutive read requests issued at the tCCD S
interval. But it still increases CL, which may increase overall
read latency of serving multiple read requests issued at
longer intervals than tCCD S. Our evaluation shows that
the performance degradation caused by the increased CL is
outweighed by the performance increase of larger pages, higher
BLP, and lower row-bu�er miss latency.

Since a row bu�er holds data only for a previously accessed
column, SMART cannot compare-before-write when a WR

4. We leverage the ≥0.5ns di�erence, but some overlap between
deactivating the previous WL and activating the new WL is acceptable
because such overlap does not destroy the cell states.

command is sent to a di�erent column of the activated
row. Comparing data before writing reduces write energy
and improves the endurance by not overwriting the same
data [2], [27]. However, the high endurance of STT-MRAM
cells (> 1015) guarantees practically unlimited write operations
(Sec. 2.1). Moreover, cell write energy is not a major component
in overall write energy. Therefore, such a technique has limited
impact on giga-bit scale STT-MRAM (Sec. 4.3).

Unlike conventional shared SA designs [12], [25] that use
extra address pins, SMART does not change the physical
interface (DDR PHY). Moreover, changes to access timing
(e.g,tRCD and CL) do not require modification in memory
controllers because programmable parameters are a built-
in feature to support various DRAM’s speed grades [13].
Although issuing the next ACT without PRE is prohibited in the
traditional open-page policy, we expect minimal modification
in the scheduler can enable skipping precharge for SMART.

O�-chip error correction code (ECC), where extra chips
are added to store parity data on memory modules, is not
dependent on memory cells; hence, the same ECC can be
adopted in SMART. On-chip ECC proposed in LPDDR4 [28],
can also be adopted because SMART keeps the same access
granularity, which determines the code word for ECC, as
DRAM. However, placing parity columns and their SAs for
on-chip ECC would require more area in STT-MRAM than in
DRAM because of bigger memory cells and SAs.

Partition-level parallelism (PALP) exploits parallelism in a
bank and mitigates the bank conflicts in NVMs [29]. Partitions
are the equivalent notion to subarrays in this paper and PALP
and Subarray-level parallelism (SALP) share the same basic
idea in terms of allowing multiple activated pages in a bank [18].

Since a bank is already partitioned, it is expected that
SMART can adopt SALP/PALP with minimal modifications
(e.g. adding more pins to deliver partition addresses, allowing
multiple activation in a bank and introducing new timing
constraints for the same bank accesses) and can take the
advantages of SALP/PALP (e.g., less bank conflict).

Lastly, as this work focuses on re-architecting STT-MRAM
for higher performance and lower energy, we do not discuss
challenges related to its cells, such as thermal stability, write
endurance, and read disturbance in detail [30]. Nonetheless,
prior studies have demonstrated small (sub-20nm) STT-
MRAM cells that can o�er fast switching time (sub-10ns)
under low write current (sub-10uA), high write endurance
(> 1015), thermal stability and read disturbance [31].
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4 Device Modeling
To evaluate DRAM, STT-MRAM and SMART, we use DRAM-
Spec [22], a detailed timing, power, and area exploration tool
originally developed for DRAM. We adapt it for STT-MRAM
for our evaluation. For the baseline DRAM evaluation, we
consider a ◊8 8Gb DRAM device. Then, we adapt some
parameters of DRAMSpec to obtain similar results for a
baseline DRAM in 30 nm technology. Keeping the same chip
floor-plan as DRAM, we adapt the bank architecture and
interconnect models to model STT-MRAM and SMART with
parameters extracted from NVSim [32] and prior work [2], [33]
and extrapolate them to a 30nm technology.

4.1 Area Model
We assume a 7.2F 2 DRAM cell (2F◊3.6F = WL◊BL) provided
by the DRAMSpec’s 20nm technology model and a 10.9F 2

(3F◊3.6F) STT-MRAM cell. For conventional STT-MRAM,
we take the shared SA ratio of 16:1 (N = 16) which is from an
industry STT-MRAM chip [2]. Following the JEDEC standard,
SMART has the same number of rows and columns as DRAM.
However, SMART can implement any page size with the
number of SAs equal to the number of bits per column access.

Similar to baseline [13], both conventional STT-MRAM and
SMART are modeled as an 16-bank (4 bank groups and 4 banks
per bank group), 8Gb device. Each bank consists of 1024 mats
comprised of 512 WLs and 1024 BLs. Because SMART has
the floor-plan and bank structure similar to DRAM, SMART
can employ similar approaches to increase the capacity, such
as increasing the number of banks and rows. We also assume
12 redundant WLs and BLs per mat for DRAM and SMART
whereas we suppose 32 redundant BLs per mat for conventional
STT-MRAM (Sec. 3.2). Prior work [10] demonstrated the
layout area of various SAs for STT-MRAM, but it designed
the SAs with a logic technology. Thus, we convert design rules
to those of a memory technology based on the ITRS roadmap
to re-estimate the area [34].

TABLE 2: Area comparison

DRAM Conventional
STT-MRAM SMART

Cell size 7.2F 2 10.9F 2 10.9F 2

SA size 1,213F 2 27,111F 2 27,111F 2

# of SA per bank 524,288 512 64
Bank area (µm2) 1,258◊5,250 1,274◊6,141 1,263◊5,735
Chip area (mm2) 114.79 137.42 (20% ø) 126.49 (10% ø)

Table 2 summarizes the analyzed area of key memory
components. The total height of the BLSA blocks in DRAM
is ≥20% of the total chip height in a 20nm 8Gb DRAM
device [35]. Therefore, the number and size of SAs greatly
a�ect the total chip size. Albeit SMART uses 1.5◊ and 21.4◊
larger cells and SAs than DRAM, it uses 8,192◊ fewer SAs.
This is because a bank has 128 sub-arrays and a pair of two
sub-arrays shares 8,192 SA in DRAM. SMART is only 10%
larger than DRAM compared to conventional STT-MRAM
that is 20% larger. Moreover, the dual sensing paths which is
one area overhead in the prior work [21] has been eliminated,
this brings further area saving in this work. Lastly, the chip
area of SMART is less sensitive to memory cell size than that
of the conventional designs because of fewer redundant and
reference BLs.

4.2 Timing Model

TABLE 3: Timing and latency comparison

DRAM Conventional
STT-MRAM SMART

tRCD (clock cycle) 19 29 (1) 14
tRAS (clock cycle) 43 30 (31) 15
tWR (clock cycle) 20 31 (31) 31
tRP (clock cycle) 19 8 (8) 8
tRTP (clock cycle) 10 1 (30) 15
tRRD S (clock cycle) 4 3 (3) 1
tRRD L (clock cycle) 8 6 (6) 1
tFAW (clock cycle) 28 21 (21) 4
tCCD S (clock cycle) 4 4 (4) 4
tCCD L (clock cycle) 7 8 (8) 9
CL (clock cycle) 19 14 (43) 29
Latency for single RD 38 43 (44) 43
Latency for five RDs (di�erent banks) 66 64 (65) 47
Latency for two RDs (row miss) 100 81 (82) 73

The numbers in ( ) are for the delaying ACT like comboAS [2], [6].

Table. 3 summarizes the timing parameters and read access
latency of DRAM, conventional STT-MRAM and SMART
based on the memory clock frequency of 1333MHz (DDR4-
2666). Thanks to the bank group structure, all three devices
have tCCD S that determines peak bandwidth. tCCD S is
equal to Burst Length (BL)/2=4 clock cycles. In contrast,
tCCD L is di�erent in all three devices. In the conventional
STT-MRAM, tCCD L is determined by max{SIO/LIO time,
GIO time}, but tCCD L becomes GIO time, since cell data
already passed GBL during the activation, which corresponds
to SIO/LIO during the activation. On the other hand,
max{sensing time, GIO time} determines tCCD L in SMART
and sensing time is longer than GIO time.

DRAM gives the shortest latency for a single read because
its sensing speed is faster than that of STT-MRAM. However,
the overall latency of multiple reads is determined not only by
the sensing speed but also by other timing parameters such as
tRRD, tFAW, tRAS and tRP, especially when di�erent banks and
rows need to be accessed. Thus, SMART shows shorter latency
than DRAM and conventional STT-MRAM under memory
accesses as shown in Table. 3 (bottom).

4.3 Energy Model

TABLE 4: Energy and current comparison

DRAM Conventional
STT-MRAM SMART

ACT (nJ) 0.54 0.39 0.05
Single RD (nJ) 0.15 0.14 0.16
Single WR (nJ) 0.14 0.18 0.18
Energy for 8B read (nJ) 0.69 0.47 0.21
Energy for 1KB read (nJ) 19.61 23.77 20.15
Energy for 8B write (nJ) 0.69 0.51 0.23
Energy for 1KB write (nJ) 18.70 28.28 22.76
IDD0 (mA) 51 47 38
IPP0 (mA) 3 3 3
IDD2P (mA) 25 28 27
IDD2N (mA) 35 38 37
IDD3N (mA) 46 38 37
IPP3N (mA) 3 3 43
IDD4R (mA) 146 141 150
IDD4W (mA) 142 152 151
IDD5 (mA) 61 - -
IPP5 (mA) 5 - -

In conventional STT-MRAM, activating fewer SAs reduces
the energy consumption of a single ACT command. SMART,
however, completely removes sensing energy from ACT and
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thus it gives much smaller ACT energy than conventional STT-
MRAM, as shown in Table 4. Instead, SMART includes the
sensing energy in RD. Note that although the RD energy in
SMART is higher than DRAM and conventional STT-MRAM
due to the sensing energy, SMART does not waste the sensing
energy for unaccessed cells. The conventional STT-MRAM
has the least RD energy because of the reduced read path as
described in Sec. 2.3.

STT-MRAM consumes more WR energy than DRAM be-
cause of the higher write current per cell. However, considering
the energy consumption to transfer data across the chip
through long interconnects, the impact of the cell write energy
on the total write energy is limited. Table 4 shows the dynamic
energy consumption of a single memory device for a single
column (8B) request and a single page (1KB) request. If
all columns in a page are accessed, STT-MRAM consumes
more energy because of its inherent higher sensing and cell
write energies. However, a single read/write access in STT-
MRAM consumes less energy than DRAM because of the low
ACT energy consumption. Comparing the two STT-MRAM’s
energies, SMART is more energy-e�cient in all cases. This is
because there is no wasted energy for the single column access
and there are fewer ACT commands for the the single page
access. In particular, because SMART does not include sensing
energy in write requests, the gap between the two STT-MRAM
designs in a 1KB write is larger than that in a 1KB read. In
addition, we expect that the increased sensing energy by the
longer sensing path in larger capacity is not directly reflected
in total energy consumption of SMART because sensing energy
is not a dominant component in SMART.

IDD0 is the average activation current and determined
by the total activation current and the minimum row cycle
(tRCmin = tRAS + tRP). Since SMART has shorter tRCmin
as well as lower total activation current, IDD0 di�erence can
be relatively smaller than the activation energy di�erence.
IDD2P is the power-down current and it is close to the sum of
total transistor leakage. Thus, IDD2P is usually proportional
to the total transistor width under the same technology. For
simplicity, we scale IDD2P of STT-MRAM linearly with chip
size. IDD2N and IDD3N are background current under precharge-
and active-standby, respectively. The di�erence between IDD2P
and IDD2N mainly results from the address/clock bu�er current
components. Thus, we assume the same increment for STT-
MRAM’s IDD2N. However, IDD3N stems from DRAM’s unique
leakage component. When a row in a bank is activated,
16,384 BLs (total BLs of two sub-arrays) are fully charged
or discharged, whereas all BLs are precharged to VDD/2
level when the row is deactivated. If the BL length is 512,
then 8,388,608 cells are connected to the 16,384 BLs. The
increased voltage di�erence between BL to a cell transistor
increases leakage current, which is mostly gate induced drain
leakage (GIDL) and junction leakage current [36]. Because
of this large number, small leakage current changes cause
huge increases in IDD3N. However, the BL/SL condition of
STT-MRAM is di�erent from that of DRAM during active-
standby, because BLs/SLs are always discharged except during
sensing and writing. Therefore, we assume IDD3N is the same as
IDD2N in STT-MRAM. Lastly, IDD5 is the auto refresh current
and we assume no IDD5 in STT-MRAM due to nonvolatile
characteristic of its cells.

TABLE 5: Default system configuration

Component Specification

Processor Single and quad core
Last Level Cache 2MB-8 way (single), 4MB-16 way (quad)

Memory Controller

Priority-based scheduling:
Same command (1st) - Di�erent bank (2nd)
- Open page (3rd ) - Age (4th)
Open-page policy,
Ro:Co-hi:Ba:Bg:Co-lo mapping

Memory Device 8GB with 8Gb x8-DDR4-2666

5 Evaluation
5.1 Evaluation Methodology
We evaluate SMART using MARSSx86 [37], which is a full-
system simulator, and DRAMSim2 [38] which is a cycle-
accurate memory simulator integrated into MARSSx86 to
simulate the memory system and measure memory latency and
power. The DRAMSim2 source code was modified to deactivate
refresh and to skip PRE commands for STT-MRAM. The
system configuration is shown in Table 5. Power-down mode is
enabled to minimize standby power when there are no pending
requests in the memory controller. For baseline DRAM, an
8GB memory channel (single rank) is composed using eight
16-bank 8Gb x8 DDR4 having 1KB page size [13]. We compare
to two conventional STT-MRAM designs with the shared SA
structure explained in Sec. 3.3: Conv-Pin and Conv-Delay.

TABLE 6: Workloads for multi-core simulations

Workload Application list

mix1 imagick, sssp, stream add, mcf
mix2 leela, deepsjeng, omnetpp, stream copy
mix3 sssp, bfs, stream scale, lbm
mix4 bfs, stream add, mcf, lbm
mix5 bfs, mcf, stream triad, lbm
mix6 sssp, stream scale, stream triad, stream copy
mix7 mcf, stream triad, lbm, stream copy

We employ three benchmark suites: SPEC CPU 2017 [39],
STREAM [40] and GAP [41]. Several SPECrate®2017 integer
and floating point workloads are selected in SPEC CPU 2017
and a Kronecker graph with 220 vertices (Graph500 specifica-
tions) is used for the workloads in GAP benchmark. For multi-
core simulations, multi-program workloads are composed using
SPEC CPU 2017, STREAM and GAP, as shown in Table 6.
Misses-per-kilo-instructions (MPKI) increases from mix1 to
mix7. For all workloads, one billion instructions are simulated
in their region of interest (ROI).

5.2 Improvement in Performance
In SMART, we strive to implement large pages (1KB) with
low cost. Memory performance is mainly a�ected by row
bu�er hit rate and BLP discussed in prior sections. Both
DRAM and SMART can implement 1KB pages, while the
conventional STT-MRAM can implement only 64B pages.
The row bu�er hit rates are shown in Fig. 10. Because
our default address mapping scheme (Ro:Co-hi:Ba:Bg:Co-lo)
assigns LSB-side bits for column selection to exploit data
locality, Fig. 10 exhibits good row hit in some workloads.
Details about the mapping scheme will be discussed in Sec 5.4.
In multi-program workloads, because workloads of di�erent
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Fig. 10: Row hit rate in various workloads.

MPKI are mixed, high MPKI workloads (e.g., STREAM and
lbm) dominate overall memory accesses. SMART has a row
hit rate within 1% of DRAM’s, because page size, rather than
column latency, mainly determines row hit rate under the same
scheduling and memory address mapping scheme. However,
both conventional designs have substantially lower hit rates,
especially in STREAM workloads. Although all designs show
low hit rate in a few workloads, the designs with the larger
pages still perform better.
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Fig. 11: Read latency profile of stream triad workload.

Fig. 11 shows the overall read latency distribution of the
three devices under the stream triad workload. DRAM has
a long tail latency because of refresh, but STT-MRAM has a
short tail. In the Conv-Pin, we clearly observe two peaks in
its distribution corresponding to read latency under row hits
and misses, respectively. In SMART, there is no clear second
peak because row misses are serviced faster and their read
latency is partially overlapped with read latency under row
hits. Although SMART has no data in 10≥19 ns range due to
its long CL, it mostly falls within 30≥39 ns, implying that it is
neither too quick nor too slow. DRAM has most of its latency
within 20≥29 ns, but its long tail negatively a�ects the overall
latency. The average read latency of DRAM, Conv-Pin, and
SMART is 35.4, 45.4 and 31.1 ns, respectively.

Fig. 12 shows system IPC improvement normalized to
DRAM. Compared to DRAM, Conv-Pin and Conv-Delay
perform worse by 1.7% and 2.3%, respectively. For some
memory intensive workloads IPC degrades more than 30%.
Although conventional STT-MRAM designs do not have
refresh overhead, the the smaller page size and not much
improved latency yields the IPC degradation. A substantial
drop in row hit rate over DRAM (e.g., lbm, mix5 and
STREAMs) significantly degrades their IPC. For workloads
with similar row hit rates (e.g., bc and pr), IPC is comparable
due to lack of refresh and restoration operations and the
reduced precharge time. For non-memory-intensive workloads,
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Fig. 12: Performance improvement compared to DRAM.

regardless of hit rate, the IPC di�erence is negligible. Between
the two conventional designs, Conv-Delay shows worse overall
performance than Conv-Pin because of its long CL.

SMART, on the other hand, improves IPC on average
by 3.1% over DRAM. Because SMART has the same page
size as DRAM, it achieves high row hit rates for applications
having sequential memory accesses. In addition, applications
having random memory accesses (low row hit rate – e.g. mcf
and pr) see better row-miss latency and BLP. As a result,
MPKI is correlated to the IPC di�erence. In memory intensive
workloads with (MPKI >15) (e.g., lbm and STREAMs), there
is up to a 21% IPC improvement over DRAM. Non-memory
intensive workloads with (MPKI < 1) (e.g., bc, bfs and cc),
show marginal IPC improvement.

5.3 Improvement in Energy
Compared to DRAM, SMART reduces energy because of three
reasons. First, ACT energy is extremely low because of sensing,
which was the main energy contributor, was moved to RD.
Second, cell leakage current is eliminated while the bank is
activated (i.e., low IDD3N). Last, STT-MRAM cells are non-
volatile and have no refresh. While both conventional designs
enjoy similar advantages over DRAM, they saved ACT energy by
reducing the page size and impacted the row hits. In addition,
the substantial sensing energy waste in ACT still remains in
both conventional designs.
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Fig. 13: Breakdown of average memory power.

Fig. 13 shows the comparison of power consumption by dif-
ferent memory designs. This power is broken down in terms of
background, activation, read/write, and refresh power. DRAM
consumes more ACT power than RD/WR power. The average
refresh power is 2≥4% of the total average memory power
and its share increases in less memory-intensive workloads
(e.g., nab). Although ACT power in the conventional STT-
MRAM is less than in DRAM, the di�erence decreases when
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the conventional designs have low row hit rates (e.g., pr, lbm).
In these workloads, because memory has fewer chances to enter
power-down mode due to row misses, the background power
becomes higher than that of DRAM in spite of the lower IDD3N.
RD/WR power is also higher than DRAM because of higher cell
write current in the conventional STT-MRAM. In contrast,
in SMART, the ACT power does not dominate total memory
power. Although its RD/WR power is the highest among the four
devices, the total dynamic power, which is the sum of ACT and
RD/WR power, is the lowest. In addition, because SMART stays
in power-down mode longer than other devices due to higher
performance and no refresh, background power stays low.

Fig. 14 shows the energy savings over DRAM. On average,
the Conv-Pin and Conv-Delay save 13.8% and 15.1% of energy
and SMART saves 29.4%. Due to small page size, energy
savings of the conventional STT-MRAM are more sensitive to
the row hit rate di�erence. For example, the energy saving in
the workloads exhibiting high page-hit rate (e.g., STREAMs
and mix1≥7) is higher than in the workloads having low page-
hit rate (e.g., lbm, mcf and pr). Whereas SMART shows less
sensitive energy saving regardless of the workloads. Because
SMART dramatically reduces ACT energy (good for random
access) while the large page size of SMART yields less ACT
commands (good for sequential access).

5.4 Address Mapping Sensitivity
The baseline address mapping scheme (Ro:Co-hi:Ba:Bg:Co-
lo) applied in Fig. 12 and 14 maps the memory address to
row, upper column, bank, bank group and lower column
selection bits with MSB to LSB order. For example, the
address change in MSB-side results in the di�erent row (page)
accesses whereas the change in LSB-side yields the same page
access. In addition, the middle bits are used for both the
same page and di�erent bank accesses. In the all mapping
schemes applied in the experiment, the bank and bank group
selection bits are XORed with a part of row selection bits. Thus,
some row address changes can make bank/bank group address
change together and the bank conflict can be mitigated [42].
Overall, the baseline mapping scheme is well balanced for
both high page-hit and BLP. However, since this mapping is
not optimized neither sequential nor random accesses, other
mapping schemes could perform better for highly biased
workloads to the sequential or random accesses.

Fig. 15 shows the IPC and energy consumption changes
according to the address mappings. Each result is normalized to
its baseline mapping result. The Ro:Ba:Bg:Co scheme exploits
the special locality by mapping near distance address to the
same page. In contrast, the Ro:Co:Ba:Bg scheme is intended
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Fig. 15: Normalized IPC and energy with various address
mapping schemes.

to utilize BLP by placing bank/bank group selection bits at
the bottom. Depending on the workloads, the best performing
mapping scheme varies. Overall, DRAM performs better with
the Ro:Ba:Bg:Co scheme than with the Ro:Co:Ba:Bg scheme
because the Ro:Co:Ba:Bg scheme tends to activate more banks,
but BLP is limited by tFAW in DRAM. On the other hand, the
conventional STT-MRAM shows better performance with the
Ro:Co:Ba:Bg because of the small page size and relaxed tFAW.
However, SMART is less sensitive to the mapping schemes.
This is because that SMART implements the large pages while
improving BLP at the same time.

Unlike the performance, the energy consumption shows
the clear trend where the Ro:Co:Ba:Bg scheme has higher
energy consumption than the Ro:Ba:Bg:Co scheme in most
workloads (on average, 9.4% and 5.5% higher in DRAM
and the conventional STT-MRAM, respectively). Since the
Ro:Co:Ba:Bg scheme generates more ACT commands and ACT
energy is the main contributor to DRAM and the conventional
STT-MRAM’s total energy, the higher energy consumption
is observed even in the higher performing workloads (e.g.,
mix4 and mix5). However, SMART has negligible energy
di�erence by the mapping schemes considering the performance
di�erence. Since SMART eliminates the wasted energy in ACT,
the mapping schemes and the number of ACT commands do
not significantly a�ect the total energy consumption.

6 Related Work
Asifuzzaman et al. analyzes the impact of a slow STT-MRAM
main memory on high performance computing (HPC) [1]. They
add 20% slowdown, estimated from industry, to the main
memory over DRAM and evaluate it on the HPC applications.
Their evaluation results yield that 20% slower main memory
has negligible impact on overall system performance due to the
limited role of the main memory on the system and out-of-order
pipelining. Kultursay et al. evaluate STT-MRAM as a main
memory with optimizations such as partial write and write
bypass [43]. They show comparable performance with DRAM
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and a 60% reduction in memory dynamic energy. Wang et al.
investigate the design challenges of shared SAs such as small
pages and pin compatibility [6]. With memory-architectural
study, they propose three optimizations, comboAS, DynLat,
and EarlyPA. Although these studies solve the compatibility
problem and compensate for the reduced performance, the root
cause of small pages and low chip yield remains unsolved.

LPDDR2-SX was designed for DRAM and its counterpart
LPDDR2-NVM was designed for non-volatile devices with long
write latency and large read/write circuits such as PCM [19],
[44]. LPDDR2-NVM introduces a new command (PREACT) to
deliver column selection rather than using additional pins.
Although it can be a good candidate for STT-MRAM, its
inherent performance is worse than LPDDR2-SX because of its
three-phase addressing and software managed indirect write.
In the prior work, 4Gb STT-MRAM has been demonstrated
with LPDDR2-SX but not LPDDR2-NVM [2].

SALP-1 [18], EarlyPA [6] and LL-PCM [45] are similar to
our skipping precharge in terms of alleviating PRE overhead
(tRP). Unlike our technique, however, SALP-1 can only overlap
PRE and next ACT when their sub-arrays are di�erent. In Ear-
lyPA and LL-PCM, the precharge operation is automatically
performed immediately after the sensing operation. Although
EarlyPA can e�ciently hide the precharging time when the
following command is RD, WL must be reactivated when the
following command is WR. In contrast, our technique can hide
PRE latency for both RD and WR.

7 Conclusion
We proposed SMART, a new cost-e�ective STT-MRAM archi-
tecture. We showed that by performing the sensing operation
after a RD command instead of an ACT command, several
benefits result. They include: larger pages, fewer sense amps,
lower activation power, higher bank-level parallelism, shorter
latency, fewer address pins, and more e�cient column repair
over conventional design. These benefits not only reduce energy
but also improve performance compared to both DRAM and
conventional STT-MRAM. In addition to the improvements in
energy consumption and performance, SMART saves area in
comparison to conventional STT-MRAM.
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